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Designing things 

Whenever I’m designing something my research tends to be very broad; I try to pool all of my 
knowledge together, be it from a random web comic or from something as sophisticated as Carl 
Sagan’s “Cosmos”. 
Everything I’ve ever seen, read or heard becomes a resource. 
This helps immensely because I tend to create worlds around anything I design; this world comes 
from certain questions I ask myself because I believe anything significant shouldn’t be random or left 
up to chance. 
One of the more frequent questions I tend to ask myself when seeing character usually is: “How do 
they get in and out of their clothes?”. 
This may seem silly, but I feel little things like that are very important to create something believable. 
 
Why are they here? How do they express themselves? 
These are but a few of the questions I used to build the world around my “TechVamp” ‘Cass’. 
I wanted to combine the supernatural with technology because I like both topics but they tend to be 
separated in popular media. 
So I went with a biotechnological infection that causes a form of vampirism; this was the baseline for 
the world. 
From here I feel it was most important to research vampirism, and since popular media has been 
blemished with…let’s say disappointing material like ‘Twilight’, classical vampire rules was the way to 
go. 
The best things to use as research in this area are definitely movies, like Interview with a vampire, 
Bram stoker’s Dracula and Blade, heck even ‘Buffy the Vampire Slayer’ is an excellent source of info 
on this subject. 
 
Moving on the technological side of things, I got a lot of inspiration out of ‘Ghost in the Shell’ which 
features a world where people can hack into other people’s brains. 
This became the effect of my vampirism; vampires in my world would jack into brainstems and drain 
minds instead of blood. 
Now for the infection itself nanobots seemed like the most logical way to go since they tend to be 
able to do nearly anything in popular media. 
Metal Gear, Deus Ex and again Ghost in the Shell became primary inspiration for this. 
 
Next up is figuring out how the infection works, this is the easiest part because ‘vampirism’ already 
sets a precedence; instead think of ways on how the infection originated, because even though it 
might seem like a small detail, it can completely change how certain dynamics works in the world. 
Best to just be creative here and go against what is usually the case, like it being bred in a lab and it 
accidentally got out; instead just go with something that sounds completely crazy/silly and gradually 
make it more and more grounded in reality. 
I personally went with a twist on alien invasions. 
 
Because my infection concerns classical vampirism rules, something that replaces “undead” and 
“death by daylight” is required. 
Being undead really is just a means of detection when you break it down; pale and cold skin. 
They also tend to be charming at first, but grotesque when revealed. 
The easiest way to emulate this was to just going with the most obvious way on how technological 
things reveal themselves; make them glow. 
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From here the ball just started rolling and I settled with the tech infection showing itself through 
cracks in the skin. 
The boxart for ‘System Shock 2’ was the immediate inspiration for this. 
After this the daylight limitation became easy, just have the cracks under the skin open up whenever 
the vampires use their power, aside from creating a grotesque appearance, this exposes the 
nanobots which have a very low resistance to UV light ;]. 
 

Cass 

I went with a female lead, because in an industry where male characters have been done to death, it 

seemed the more interesting choice. 

I also wanted her to be a fairly normal, but fasionable girl, instead of something apparently geared 

for battle or bred in a lab for beauty. 

So now that we have all the ingredients, we can finally start putting it all together. 

 

=    
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Designing in my world 

I’m confident it has become clear that designing things like I do actually does require a fair bit of 

research. 

I try to take my inspiration from anything I can remember, so a good baseline to use in your research 

would be: 

Manga/Anime, Marvel/DC Comics, Movies about badass robots, supernatural beings and general sci-

fi and pretty much every single game you’ve ever played. 

To append this world with a new character, you’d first have to create a personality and be as 

intricate and detailed with that process as you need to be; this means if your character requires 

some sort of back-story, or people that influence them, create those too. 

After all that, research the world itself fully and then decide how my world affects your character. 

If done in reverse, I feel the world will craft the character in full, instead of the character adding to 

the world. 

 

Decide how the world affects your character, how the infection affects your character and then 

read/watch/play everything that inspired me while creating an iteration of your character each time 

you finish one item, or write down highlights of things that inspire you. 

Now you have your own ingredients to mix together and all that rests is making it fit within the visual 

style of the world. 

Easy peasy . 

 


